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Abstract: Throwing performance is a critical aspect of sports, particularly in overhead activities,
necessitating reliable assessment methods. This study explores the test–retest reliability of throw-
ing performance metrics measured by the 1080 Sprint, a robotic device integrating linear position
technology and an electric motor. Specifically focusing on professional volleyball athletes with
scapular dyskinesis, the study draws data from a previously published investigation on the impact of
mirror cross exercise. Thirty-nine athletes were recruited, aged 21.9 ± 3.6 years, height 1.79 ± 0.3 m
weight 68.5 ± 19.8 kg, and body mass index 21.3 ± 3.2 kg/m2, meeting stringent inclusion criteria.
One-sample t-tests indicated no statistically significant differences between test–retest trials. The
study revealed excellent reliability of the 1080 Sprint, with intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC)
values exceeding 0.99 for all metrics, including speed, force, and power. The standard error of mea-
surement (SEM) calculation revealed that the Sprint 1080 motorized resistance device demonstrates
high precision in measuring throwing performance. Bland and Altman plots indicated minimal
systematic bias across all metrics, encompassing speed, force, and power. The provision of the mini-
mum detectable change (MDC) for each variable of the Sprint 1080 motorized resistance device offers
coaches a valuable tool to identify performance improvements in volleyball athletes. In conclusion,
the present study shows that the 1080 Sprint is valid and reliable for measuring throwing performance
in volleyball athletes for monitoring purposes.
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1. Introduction

Throwing performance (TP) is a crucial aspect of sports performance for athletes and
individuals participating in overhead sports. Employing assessment methods that are
reliable, valid, and easy to administer is essential, particularly when evaluating large teams
of athletes. Addressing specific assessment techniques tailored to mimic the movement
patterns employed in sporting activities poses a significant challenge for scientists working
in this field [1].

Many studies have explored the impact of diverse training interventions, utilizing TP
tests to assess their efficacy [2–4]. TP assessments can measure the capacity for generating
force, speed, and/or throwing accuracy [3]. These tests are integral in overseeing an
athlete’s upper-body performance and the efficiency of the kinetic chain during throwing,
especially for rehabilitation purposes and to track training progress [4]. Furthermore,
TP tests serve as a crucial tool for talent identification and evaluating physical fitness
characteristics for team selection [2,5]. Finally, scrutinizing athletes’ TP can identify physical
limitations that might influence their participation in sporting activities [6].
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Recently, integration of linear position technology with a robotic electric motor has
given rise to the development of the 1080 Sprint motorized resistance device (1080 Motion
AB, Stockholm, Sweden) [7]. This apparatus, resembling a conventional pulley machine, is
equipped with a cable that can be linked to either a barbell or an individual, offering the
capability for independent control to introduce varying levels of electromagnetic resistance
during both concentric and eccentric movement phases [8,9].

Additionally, this device can synchronously capture assessments of velocity and
displacement regarding the starting point and the force applied through the cord of the
machine under diverse loading conditions [8]. This eliminates the necessity of combining
sledges with photocells, laser guns, or radars. The data obtained, whether in distance–time
or velocity–time during running, can subsequently be utilized for computing macroscopic
mechanical outputs, providing a foundation for individualized training prescriptions [7–10].
However, the realization of these potential benefits relies on the robotic device’s accurate
assessment of velocity–time data. While the reliability of this device has been examined in
athletes when measuring sprint performance [11], to the best of our knowledge, no study
has examined its reliability in assessing throwing performance using the 1080 Sprint. Thus,
the aim of this study was to evaluate the test–retest reliability of throwing performance
metrics obtained from the 1080 Sprint robotic device.

The rationale behind the study lies in the importance of accurately assessing TP in
athletes, particularly in overhead sports. TP assessments are crucial for various purposes
such as monitoring training progress, evaluating physical fitness characteristics for team
selection, talent identification, and identifying physical limitations that may affect an
athlete’s participation in sports. However, traditional assessment methods may have
limitations in terms of reliability and ease of administration, especially when evaluating
large teams of athletes.

The emergence of new technology, such as the 1080 Sprint, offers potential advantages
in assessing TP. This device integrates linear position technology with a robotic electric motor,
providing the capability to independently control resistance levels during both concentric
and eccentric movement phases. Additionally, it can capture assessments of velocity and
displacement synchronously, eliminating the need for additional equipment like sledges
with photocells, laser guns, or radars. This device holds promise for providing accurate and
detailed data on TP, which can be used for individualized training prescriptions.

However, despite the potential benefits, the reliability of the 1080 Sprint device in
assessing TP has not been thoroughly examined. Therefore, the aim of the study is to
evaluate the test–retest reliability of TP metrics obtained from the 1080 Sprint robotic
device. Our research hypothesis is that TP metrics obtained from the 1080 Sprint robotic
device will demonstrate high test–retest reliability, indicating consistent and reproducible
measurements of throwing performance over multiple trials.

2. Materials and Methods

The data utilized in this reliability study were derived from a previously published
investigation that examined the impact of mirror cross exercise on enhancing TP in profes-
sional volleyball athletes with scapular dyskinesis [12]. In this study, TP metrics (speed,
force, power) were calculated by the Sprint 1080.

For this study, 39 professional volleyball athletes (Age: mean ± SD: 21.9 ± 3.6 years;
height: 1.79 ± 0.3 m; weight: 68.5 ± 19.8 kg; BMI: 21.3 ± 3.2 kg/m2; 17 male and 22 female)
with scapular dyskinesis were recruited. Athletes were selected from the National Athletic
Association division, explicitly targeting in-season competitive individuals participating
in team training sessions lasting a minimum of 60 min at least three times per week
over the past five years in the Hellenic Volleyball League. All athletes had to exhibit no
symptoms, and the dyskinetic shoulder had to be the dominant one, determined by the
arm used for hitting the ball. Exclusion criteria included the absence of scapular dyskinesis
or difficulty identifying its presence, history of shoulder, low back, extremity surgery
or fracture, pain exceeding 3/10 on the visual analog scale within the last 6 months, or
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any existing neurological conditions. Participants provided verbal and written informed
consent before participating in the study. The initial study protocol was approved by the
Ethics Committee of the University of West Attica (Approval number: 9230/27 May 2020),
and the study adhered to the guidelines outlined in the Declaration of Helsinki.

Two physiotherapists, who were trained for a minimum of 5 h to assess scapular
dyskinesis in athletes, conducted an evaluation independently while being blinded to each
other’s assessments. The assessment involved observing the movement of the scapulae
during arm elevation using dumbbells in both the sagittal and frontal planes. The weight
of the dumbbell used was determined based on the athlete’s body weight, with a 1.5-kg
dumbbell for those weighing less than 68.1 kg and a 2.5-kg dumbbell for those weighing
more. Twenty athletes used the 2.5-kg dumbbell based on their body weight [12]. Athletes
were instructed to perform bilateral shoulder abduction and flexion to a 3-s count in a
thumb-up position, followed by returning to the anatomical position again to a 3-s count,
all with the assistance of a metronome. Each athlete completed 5 repetitions in both flexion
and abduction, with data collected from their dominant shoulder.

The diagnosis of scapular dyskinesis was determined using a Yes or No classification
method, which has demonstrated high reliability (>0.81) [12]. A positive test result indicated
obvious winging or asymmetry of the scapulae during arm movement. If the dyskinetic
side was not the dominant one, the athlete was excluded from the study. An external rater
was available in case of disagreement between the two physiotherapists. Cohen’s kappa
coefficient was calculated to assess the agreement between the two raters, showing very
good agreement (κ = 0.82).

2.1. Sample Size

While the sample size had been previously estimated in our previous study [12],
we reassessed its adequacy for the current study. To determine the appropriate sample
size, we conducted a thorough literature search to identify previous estimates of the
intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC). Only one relevant study was found [11], and based
on their pooled ICC range of 0.86 to 0.95, we set our expected reliability at 0.90 using a
two-tailed sample size calculation. With a desired power of 95%, a minimum acceptable
reliability of 0.70, and a significance level of 5%, our calculations indicated that a minimum
of 37 participants would be required for this study. Since our previous study included
39 athletes, we ensured the adequacy of our sample size.

2.2. Procedures

This study was a reliability study and all procedures were conducted in 2021. The
throwing force (newtons), velocity (m/s), and power (watts) were measured using the
Sprint 1080 device, which is a variable resistance system allowing for measurement under
controlled conditions (Figure 1). Athletes were instructed to perform throws simulating the
spike technique. Through the 1080 Sprint, throwing force data (in newtons) were calculated
from the tension in the electric motor, while throwing velocity (m/s) was derived from the
time and distance covered by the rope connected to the motor, which can reach up to 90 m.
The application of the system (1080 motion web app, 1080 Motion, Lidingö, Sweden), using
a computer, recorded all performance kinematic data with a sampling frequency of 333 Hz.

For this study, resistance was set at 0.3 kg, similar to the weight of a volleyball, while
the velocity recording limit was set at 14 m/s. The reason for choosing 0.3 kg was related to
the standardization of the resistance across participants and trials, aiming for consistency
and comparability in the measurements. Additionally, the choice of 0.3 kg was influenced
by practical considerations, such as need to balance resistance level with participant safety
and comfort during testing. Before the final measurement, all athletes were asked to
perform 3 practice repetitions without resistance for familiarization. Subsequently, two
repetitions were recorded with a 24-h rest between trials. Every throw began from a
standing, split-stance posture, with the front foot’s toe positioned forward. All starts
originated from a static position, meaning athletes were not permitted to “lean backwards
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before rolling forward” (Figure 1). Following a readiness signal from the investigator,
athletes initiated the throwing trial at their own discretion. Each trial was videotaped to
ensure that all measurements were accurate.
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2.3. Statistical Analysis

Mean and standard deviation values were calculated using descriptive statistics. The
normality assumption for all data was examined using the Shapiro–Wilk test. Z-scores
were subsequently computed and examined for both skewness and kurtosis. The intraclass
correlation coefficient (ICC) was calculated to evaluate test–retest reliability. Estimated
ICC was interpreted as poor (<0.5), moderate (0.5–0.74), good (0.75–0.9), or excellent (>0.9),
as previously suggested [13]. These values are important to be considered as higher ICC
values suggest that stronger agreement exists and may boost confidence in the data’s
reliability. In contrast, lower ICC values may suggest higher variability, leading to concerns
in relation to the consistency and reproducibility of the results.

One sample t-test was performed to examine whether the difference between each
test–retest trial and for each metric was statistically different. Systematic bias was examined
through Bland–Altman plots [13]. The standard error of measurement and the minimum
detectable change were calculated. The standard error of measurement (SEM) was de-
termined by dividing the standard deviation of scores for each metric of the Sprint 1080
(speed, force, power) by the square root of the reliability coefficient (ICC) using the for-
mula SEM = standard deviation of scores/

√
ICC. Subsequently, the minimal detectable change

(MDC) was calculated by multiplying the SEM by 1.96, representing the 95% confidence
interval using the formula MDC = SEM × 1.96. All analyses were conducted using SPSS
version 25.0 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA), with the alpha level set at p ≤ 0.05.

3. Results

The results showed that the Sprint 1080 has excellent reliability with ICC values for all
metrics above 0.99 (Table 1). One sample t-test showed that test–retest trials for all metrics
were not statistically significantly different from each other (p > 0.05). The SEM ranged from
0.023 to 0.039 and the MDC from 0.04 to 1.98, indicating that the Sprint 1080 is very precise
in measuring throwing performance and that even small differences in performance will be
captured by this device. Values ranged from 5.6–13.6 m/s for speed, 38.1–82 newtons for
force and 197–964 watts for power.

Bland and Altman plots were designed to demonstrate low systematic bias for all
metrics, including speed, force, and power (Figures 2–4).
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Table 1. Test–retest reliability values.

ICC 95% CI (Lower–Upper) p-Value SEM MDC

Speed 0.99 0.99–1.00 0.001 * 0.039 0.07
Force 0.99 0.99–1.00 0.001 * 0.023 0.04
Power 0.99 0.99–1.00 0.001 * 1.01 1.98

Abbreviations: ICC: intraclass correlation coefficient, CI: confidence interval, SEM: standard error of measurement,
MDC: minimum detectable change, *: statistically significant.
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4. Discussion

The aim of this study was to investigate the test–retest reliability of a robotic device
during resisted throwing performance. This was motivated by the need for reliable and
valid assessment methods for measuring throwing performance in athletes, especially in
overhead sports. The study aimed to address the lack of thorough examination regarding
the reliability of the 1080 Sprint device in assessing throwing performance. Evaluating TP
is a crucial component of an athlete’s monitoring program. Consequently, athletes and
strength and conditioning professionals need to have confidence in the reliability of the
tools they employ. In general, the 1080 Sprint device showed excellent reliability values.

Findings from the study indicated that the 1080 Sprint device demonstrated excellent
reliability, with ICC values for all metrics exceeding 0.99. Additionally, the results of the one
sample t-test revealed that test–retest trials for all metrics were not statistically significantly
different from each other (p > 0.05). The SEM ranged from 0.023 to 0.039, and the MDC
ranged from 0.04 to 1.98. These findings suggest that the 1080 Sprint device is very precise
in measuring throwing performance, and even small differences in performance can be
captured reliably.

4.1. Implications of Findings

The excellent test–retest reliability demonstrated by the 1080 Sprint in measuring
throwing performance metrics carries significant implications for athletes and sports per-
formance practitioners. Athletes can now place increased confidence in the consistency and
accuracy of the 1080 Sprint as a tool for assessing their throwing performance abilities. This
heightened reliability can lead to more targeted and effective training programs, allowing
athletes to address specific aspects of their performance with greater precision [14].

Coaches and strength and conditioning practitioners can utilize the 1080 Sprint with
assurance, knowing that the obtained metrics are consistently reliable. This reliability is
especially crucial in sports where throwing accuracy, force generation, and kinetic chain
efficiency play pivotal role [15,16]. Additionally, the device’s reliability opens avenues for
enhanced rehabilitation strategies, enabling rehabilitation practitioners to monitor recovery
progress accurately. Furthermore, talent identification processes can benefit from the
reliable metrics provided by the 1080 Sprint, offering a valuable tool for selecting athletes
based on their physical capabilities [17,18]. In essence, the study’s findings underscore
the practical implications of the 1080 Sprint’s reliability, shaping its potential impact on
individualized training, rehabilitation, and talent development within throwing sports.
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4.2. Comparison with Previous Research

Our findings align with a study by Rakovic et al. that examined the reliability of
the 1080 Sprint during resisted sprinting performance [11]. Indeed, in their study, they
demonstrated that the 1080 Spring is reliable (ICC ranged from 0.86 to 0.95) and valid for
sprinting evaluation. Although there was a systematic bias of ~0.34 ± 0.01 s, this was
not the case in our study. Of course, this is related to the difference between running and
throwing when using the Sprint 1080. At the start of running, the pelvis (attachment site
of the pulley) demonstrated a delay in comparison with the upper body, which is placed
forward, which may explain this bias [11]. Unfortunately, no other studies have used this
device, and we were unable to further compare our findings.

4.3. Limitations

Despite the notable findings highlighting the excellent reliability of the 1080 Sprint in
measuring throwing performance metrics, it is crucial to acknowledge several limitations
inherent in the study. Firstly, the study focused specifically on professional volleyball
athletes with scapular dyskinesis, potentially limiting the generalizability of the results to
athletes in other sports or with different physiological profiles. Additionally, the exclusivity
of the sample population raises questions about the applicability of the 1080 Sprint across
different sports. Furthermore, the study design concentrated on a single day, providing
valuable insights into within-day reliability but leaving the device’s performance over an
extended period unexplored.

While the study’s focus on reliability is vital, it does not address the validity of the
1080 Sprint in accurately reflecting an athlete’s actual throwing performance. However,
examination of validity required additional resources, including access to gold standard
measures. These resources were not available for this study. Future research studies
should consider expanding the participant pool to encompass different type of athletes,
sports, and skill levels, enabling a more comprehensive understanding of the device’s
applicability and reliability across varied contexts. Despite these limitations, the study
serves as a foundational exploration of the 1080 Sprint reliability, paving the way for further
investigations that can address these constraints and refine our understanding of this
innovative performance assessment tool.

Moreover, it should be mentioned that when the task under evaluation or the tested
population changes, several factors may alter the reliability of the equipment used for mea-
surement. Different movement patterns, force exertions, or coordination requirements may
affect the reliability of this device. Also, different characteristics of the population under
study or other demographic characteristics (e.g., age, gender, or physical condition) may
also affects reliability due to significant alterations in biomechanics and muscle activation
characteristics. Furthermore, calibrations and proper maintenance of the Sprint 1080 is
necessary in order to ensure reliability, as changes in calibration settings may lead to wear
over time, leading to measurement errors. Lastly, users’ familiarity with the device and the
task under study (e.g., TP) may also influence reliability. Thus, emphasis should be placed
on standardized protocols and adequate task familiarization.

4.4. Practical Applications

The demonstrated excellent reliability of the 1080 Sprint in measuring throwing perfor-
mance metrics presents several practical applications for athletes, coaches, and practitioners.
Firstly, athletes engaged in sports with significant throwing components, such as baseball,
softball, or javelin throwing, can utilize the 1080 Sprint for precise and consistent assess-
ments of their performance. This reliability enables athletes to track their progress over
time, identify areas for improvement, and tailor their training programs with a focus on
sport-specific aspects like force generation and throwing accuracy [19,20].

It is crucial to acknowledge that overhead athletes heavily depend on precision and
throwing power for successful competition [12]. The unique mechanics associated with
rapid shoulder elevation, abduction, and external rotation expose these athletes, partic-
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ularly in professional volleyball, to a heightened risk of injury [20]. Deficits in TP have
been identified as a significant risk factor for future upper limb injuries [20], a concern
exacerbated in professional volleyball athletes with scapular dyskinesis, who are already
predisposed to an increased risk of shoulder injuries [12]. This underscores the importance
of our choice to utilize data from professional volleyball athletes with scapular dyskinesis
to assess test–retest reliability, SEM, and MDC. Given the elevated risk within this popu-
lation for performance deficits and shoulder injuries, a reliable measurement device for
throwing performance becomes imperative for effective injury prevention and performance
optimization in professional volleyball clubs.

Coaches and strength and conditioning professionals can incorporate the 1080 Sprint
into training regimens with confidence, knowing that the data obtained are reliable and
consistent [21,22]. The device’s ability to capture velocity, force, and power metrics in a
synchronized manner provides a comprehensive understanding of an athlete’s throwing
capabilities. This information, in turn, allows for more targeted and individualized training
prescriptions, optimizing performance gains [18,23]. Moreover, the 1080 Sprint’s reliability
makes it a valuable tool in rehabilitation settings, where practitioners can use consistent
metrics to monitor an athlete’s recovery and adjust interventions accordingly [24]. Overall,
the practical applications of the 1080 Sprint extend to enhancing training precision, facil-
itating performance improvements, and aiding in the rehabilitation process for athletes
engaged in throwing sports.

4.5. Implications for Rehabilitation

Deficits in TP can signify significant issues and predispose athletes to further in-
juries. This is especially important in upper limb rehabilitation, and thus, reliability of
the Sprint 1080 becomes very important. The ability of this device to identify changes in
performance, based on low SEM and MDC values, may allow clinicians to monitor recov-
ery progress accurately and adjust interventions accordingly [20]. Moreover, providing
real-time feedback can improve neuromuscular re-education and aid optimal throwing
mechanics, while also preventing compensatory patterns that may exacerbate existing
injuries or lead to new ones [12].

Also, the reliability of the Sprint 1080 opens avenues for improved talent identification
processes, enabling coaches to select athletes based on their physical capabilities with
greater confidence. Longitudinal monitoring using reliable devices can certainly improve
insights into the athletes’ progression [20]. Although the study has focused on volleyball
athletes with scapular dyskinesis, the implications of the findings may apply to other
overhead populations in other sports and in athletes with different physiological profiles.

4.6. Future Research

In this study we decided to standardize the starting position of the athletes to minimize
the effects of other factors, such as differences in techniques or training interventions, in
TP. Allowing athletes to change their starting position could increase the variability that
better reflects the unpredictability of game conditions, enhancing the ecological validity of
the study. It should be recognized, though, that this approach can also bring in additional
confounding variables that could complicate the analysis of the results. Thus, future
reliability studies of this device should ensure that other positions are used. Moreover, 3D
analysis of movement may be also used to ensure consistency of throwing technique.

5. Conclusions

This study sheds light on the remarkable test–retest reliability SEM and MDC of the
1080 Sprint in measuring throwing performance metrics, particularly among professional
volleyball athletes with scapular dyskinesis. The findings hold significant implications
for the field of sports performance assessment. Coaches and practitioners can confidently
integrate this technology into training programs, tailoring interventions based on reliable
metrics to optimize performance outcomes. While acknowledging limitations such as the
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specific athlete population studied, the study serves as a foundational exploration, offering
valuable insights into the potential applications of the 1080 Sprint in enhancing training
precision and rehabilitation strategies.
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